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Devil's Kiss (A Sunset Cove Series
Novel)

What do you do when the one you least expect to matterâ€¦Ends up mattering the most? Derek
Pearson likes to think heâ€™s an easygoing guy. Uncomplicated, upfront, and unapologetic with
what he wants. His what you see is what you get attitude is on prominent display for anyone who
cares to look, and his foul mouth is right there to back it up should you miss the point.However, what
you see isnâ€™t always what you get, and only a select few have ever glimpsed the real man under
the brash exterior.Among them? Professor Jordan Devaney. Complicated, high-maintenance, and
vibrant, heâ€™s Derekâ€™s opposite in every way. From the moment they saw each other, a
love-hate relationship began.â€¨But what happens when one person wants more?** NOTE - This
can be read as a standalone or as a companion novel to Finley
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I really enjoyed this book...when I first started it. And I admit that the free preview was very intriguing
(at least on the surface). After reading Finley I was excited to get to read about the secrets and

drama between Derek and Jordan. I can see why the title "Devil's Kiss" was chosen. Jordan it turns
out, is a bit of a devil and not really in a good way.Derek and Jordan first met when Derek was a
freshman in college and Jordan was a very young professor for one of Derek's classes. From their
first meeting there was something between them, but it was a tease. It just didn't go anywhere. I
was rooting for the time Derek and Jordan would finally get together. I held out that hope for a long
time but it slowly dwindled...eventually ending up on life support.It was a VERY long road for them
(11 years) and for a long time I kept thinking "maybe this time", but time after time things didn't work
out. It got to be depressing and discouraging. Year after year goes by with them, with a few little
teases maybe, but mostly it was just no contact for a year or three or four at a time. The first time
they slept together (long time getting there) it was literally over the very second it was over and then
there was no contact whatsoever for a few years. Sad. Jordan wanted to be free and not have a
committed boyfriend, but then the next thing you know Jordan does have a boyfriend (just not
Derek). Derek ended up having his heart stomped on over and over and I didn't get what was going
on with Jordan and why he kept stringing Derek along. It took him 11 years to realize Derek
mattered to him on a deeper level than just a f*** buddy. By that time it was a little hard to buy into
Jordan's change of heart.
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